Chapter Forty- eight

From Silly Novels by Lady Novelists (1856)
George Eliot
The association of women with "silly" romances has a long tradition, as we can see in
this highly critical essay by one of the great novelists of the nineteenth century. The
context in which Eliot wrote, midcentury England, was one in which female authors had
aegreat deal of dijiculty being taken seriously. For this reason Eliot wished to dissociate
the nobility of purpose in the best writing fiom the frivolity of romantic writing
by women.

Silly novels by Lady Novelists are a genus with many species, determined by the
particular quality of silliness that predominates in them-the frothy, the prosy, the
pious, or the pedantic. But it is a mixture of all these-a composite order of feminine
fatuity, that produces the largest class of such novels, which we shall distinguish as
the mind-and-millinery species. The heroine is usually an heiress, probably a peeress
in her own right, with perhaps a vicious baronet, an amiable duke, and an irresistible
younger son of a marquis as lovers in the foreground, a clergyman and a poet sighmg
for her in the middle distance, and a crowd of undefined adorers dimly indicated
beyond. Her eyes and her wit are both dazzling; her nose and her morals are alike
ii-ee from any tendency to irregularity she has a superb contralto and a superb
intellect; she is perfectly well-dressed and perfectly religious; she dances like a sylph,
and reads the Bible in the original tongues. Or it may be that the heroine is not an
heiress-that rank and wealth are the only things in which she is deficient; but she
infallibly gets into high society, she has the triumph of refusing many matches and
securing the best, and she wears some family jewels or other as a sort of crown of
righteousness at the end. Rakish men either bite their lips in impotent confusion at
her repartees, or are touched to penitence by her reproofs, which, on appropriate
occasions, rise to a lofty strain of rhetoric; indeed, there is a general propensity in
her to make speeches, and to rhapsodize at some length when she retires to her
bedroom. In her recorded conversations she is amazingly eloquent, and in her
unrecorded conversations, amazingly witty.She is understobd to have a depth of
insight that looks through and through the shallow theories of philosophers, and her
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watches, and all will go well. The men play a very subordioate part by her side
that the working-day business of the world is somehow being carried on, bu
a
l cause of their existence is that they may accompany the heroine
sibly the h
"starring" expedition through life. They see her at a ball, and are dazzled; at a
show, and they are fascinated; on a riding exmion, and they a.re witched
noble horsemanship; at church
she as often as not marries the
from the plots and intrigues of
moment. The vicious baronet is sure to be lc?led in a duel, and the tedious
dies in his bed requesting his wife, as a p a r t i a h fab him, to marry

are tried by seeing the noble, lovely, and
moments, but we have the satisfaction o

of her carriage to having her
a complexion more blooming and locks mumt-r
We may remark, by the
discovering that silly novels by lady noveli
very lofty and fashionable
novelists, as they turned governesses, beca
getting their bread. On

t h n ever.

be a nuisance, but we were glad to think that the money went to
necessitous, and we pictured to ourselves lonely women struggling for a m
or wives and daughters devoting themselves to the production of "copy" o
father. Under these
imagination may be uninventive, but her patience is untiring. Empty
excused by an empty stomach, and twaddle was consecrated by tears. But
theory of ours, like many other pretty theories, has had to give way before
circumstances. The
"dependents"; they think f i e hundred' a-year a miserable pittan
"baronial hallsn are their primary truths; and they have no idea of feeling int
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five years of age, yet in "Compensation," a recent novel of the mind-andry species, which calls itself a "story of real life," we have a child of four and
years old talking in this Ossianic fashion-

Ben Lomond;-or no, better than that-he
seems no end-no

is like what I think of and see when

end; or like the clusters of stars I like best to look at on a

ingpu~plerocks, and it is all rqfkcted in the waters below."

are assured, again and again, that she had a remarkably original mind,
was a genius, and "conscious of her originality," and she was fortunate
to have a lover who was also a genius, and a man of "most original mind."
finitely superior to her in faith and development," and she saw in him the
pe'-so rare to find-of which she had read and admired the meaning in her
Testament; having, porn her great faXlity in learning languages, read the ScripSanscrit is no more than a b c to her; and she can talk with perfect
ss in any language except English. She is a polking polyglott, a Creuzer in
to boast of if, like Bolingbroke, you only "understand that sort of learning,
is writ about it;" and you are perhaps adoring women who can think
of you in all the Semitic languages successively. But, then, as we are almost
en early invigorated by an attention to costume and deportment, we may
same asrial facility that the butterfly sips nectar. Besides, there can be no
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In "Laura Gay," another novel of the same school, the heroine seems less at 'hl
in Greek and Hebrew, but she makes up for the deficiency by a quite pb
familiarity with the Latin classics-with the "dear old Virgil," "the graceful Hd
the humane Cicero, and the pleasant Livy;" indeed, it is
her to quote Latin, that she does it at a pic-nic in a very mixed company OEM
and gentlemen, having, we are told, "no conception that the nobler sex were
of jealousy on this subject. And if, indeed," continues the biographer of L a d
"the wisest and noblest portion of that sex were in the
a
d and h&. Re&
would exist; but while Miss m
must be made to their exist&&? ~ a & : s a & i
-riti p r e s m , as ibstainingd
Latin quotations, of extremely naoifaate hsterest -kxl apphb&ty, which the 3
and noble minority of the other sex would be quite as willing to dispense with a4
foolish and ignoble majority. It is as little the custom of well-bred men as of$
bred women to quote Latin in mixed parties; they can contain their familiarityi
"the humane Cicero" without dowing it toboil me in ordinary conver
even references to "the pleasant Livy" m sot absolutely irreprmible. But
power. Being on the
Latin is the mildest form of Miss Gay's coh-onal
with a party of sightseers, she falls into the f&&g
vein of well-rounded red
"Truth can only be pure objectively, for orm in the creeds where it p r e d o. d
being subjective, and parcelled out into portions, each <
hue of idiosyncrasy, that is, a taint of supentition m e
creeds as the Roman Catholic, ignorance, interest, the bias of ancient idolatrid
the force of authority, have gradually k u l a t e d bn the pure truth, and
formed it, at last, into a mass of superstiti~ixfor the majority of its vo
few are there, alas! whose zeal, courage, and int&ktual en
analysis of this accumulation, and to thi discovery of the p
lies hidden beneath this heap of rubbish." We have often
more novel and profound in their obsemtions t h a n Laura Gay, but
so inopportunelylong winded. A clerical lord, d o is hal£in love with
by the daring remarks just quoted, and begins to suspect th
thinking. But he is mistaken; when in a moment of sorrow he delicately b
to "recal to her memory, a depbt of strength ankl consolatio
until we are hard pressed by the trials of life, we are too apt to forget," we
she really has "recurrence to that sacred depdt," together
certain flavour of orthodoxy mixed with the parade of fortunes and fin
"Laura Gay," but it is an orthodoxy mitigated by study of "the hum
by an "intellectual disposition to analyse."
"Compensation" is much more heavily dosed with doctrine, but then
treble amount of snobbish worldliness and absurd incident to tickle the
pious frivolity. Linda, the heroine, is stiU more speculative and sp
Gay, but she has been "presented," and has more, and far
wicked and fascinating women art: introduced-even a
pense is spared to get up as exciting a story as you will h d
novels, In fact, it is a wonderful pot podmi of Almack'
Rogers's breakfasts, Italian brigands, death-bed conversions,
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Italian mistresses, and attempts at poisoning old ladies, the whole served up with a
garnish of talk about "faith and development," and "most original minds." Even
.Miss Susan Barton, the superior authoress, whose pen moves in a "quick decided
manner when she is composing," dedines the finest opportunities of marriage; and
though old enough to be Linda's mother (since we are told that she refused Linda's
.hther), has her hand sought by a young earl, the heroine's rejected lover. Of course,
genius and morality must be backed by eligible offers, or they would seem rather a
dull affair; and piety, like other things, in order to be comme il faut, must be in
!'society," and have admittance to the best circles.
"Rank and Beauty" is a more frothy and less religious variety of the mind-andmillinery species. The heroine, we are told, "if she inherited her father's pride of
birth and her mother's beauty of person, had in herself a tone of enthusiastic feeling
that perhaps belongs to her age even in the lowly born, but which is refined into the
high spirit of wild romance o d y in the far descended, who feel that it is their best
inheritance." This enthusiastic young lady, by dint of reading the newspaper to her
father, falls in love with the prime minister, who, through the medium of leading
articles and "the resumd of the debates," shines upon her imagination as a bright
particular star, which has no parallax for her, living in the country as simple Miss
Wyndham. But she forthwith becomes Baroness Umfraville in her own right, astonishes the world with her beauty and accomplishments when she bursts upon it from
her mansion in Spring Gardens, and, as you foresee, will presently come into contact
with the unseen objet aim& Perhaps the words "prime minister" suggest to you a
wrinkled or obese sexagenarian; but pray dismhs the image. Lord Rupert Conway
has been "called while still almost a youth to the first situation which a subject can
hold in the universe," and even leading articles and a resumt of the debates have not
conjured up a dream that surpasses the fact.
The door opened again, and Lord Rupert Conway entered. Evelyn gave one glance. It
was enough; she was not disappointed. It seemed as if a picture on which she had long
gazed was suddenly instinct with life, and had stepped fiom its frame before her. His
tall figure, the distinguished simplicity of his air-it was a living Vandyke, a cavalier,
one of his noble cavalier ancestors, or one to whom her fancy had always hkened him,
who long of yore had, with an Umfiaville, fought the Paynim far beyond sea. Was this
reality?
Very little like it, certainly.
By-and-by, it becomes evident that the ministerial heart is touched. Lady Umfraville is on a visit to the Queen at Windsor, and,
The last evening of her stay, when they returned fiom riding, Mr. Wyndham took her
and a large party to the top of the Keep, to see the view. She was leaning on the
battlements, gazing from that "stately height" at the prospect beneath her, when Lord
Rupert was by her side. "What an unrivalled view!" exclaimed she.
"Yes, it would have been wrong to go without having been' up here. You are pleased
with your visit?"
"Enchanted! A Queen to live and die under, to live and die for!"
"Ha!" cried he, with sudden emotion, and with a eureka expression of countenmce,
as if he had indeed found a heart in unison with his own.
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The "eureka expression of countenance," you see at once to be proph
marriage at the end of the third volume; but before that desirable cons
there are very complicated misunderstandings, arising chiefly from the vin
plotting of Sir Luttrell Wycherley, who is a genius, a poet, and in every
remarkable character indeed. He is not only a romantic poet, but a harden
and a cynical wit; yet his deep passion for Lady Umfraville has so impoveris
epigrammatic talent, that he cuts an extremely poor figure in conversation
she rejects him, he rushes into the shrubbery, and rolls himself in the dirt;
recovering, devotes himself to the most diabolical and laborious schemes
geance, in the course of which he dbgdss himself as a quack physician
into general practice, foreseeing that Evelyn will fall ill, and that he shall be
to attend her. At last, when all his schemes are frustrated, he takes leave of
long letter, written, as you will perceive from the following passage, entirely,
style of an eminent literary man:
"Oh, lady, nursed in pomp and pleasure, will you ever cast one thought
miserable being who addresses you?Will you ever, as your gilded galley is floa
the unruffled stream of prosperity, will you ever, while lulled by the swee
thine own praises,-hear the far-off sigh from that world to which I am going?"
On the whole, however, frothy as it is, we rather prefer "Rank and
other two novels we have mentioned The dialogue is more na
there is some frank ignorance, and no p e d a n q and you are all
heroine's astounding intellect upon trust, without being called on
versational refutations of sceptics and philosophers, or her rhetoric
mysteries of the universe.
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